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1. NEW – The Denby Modus Collection 
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THESE 
ARE OUR 
STORIES
These are our stories – exploring the way 

our talented designers and craftspeople 

bring our ceramics and homeware to life, 

and inspiring you to use Denby to create 

the stories that you want your own home 

to tell...

When you buy Denby you’re 

choosing items with purpose and soul; 

hand-crafted, considered and 

made-to-last ceramics and homeware 

which are a truly conscious choice; 

versatile, beautiful and durable.
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THE CONSCIOUS
CHOICE
P A G E  2 0 
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DENBY
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N EW DES IGNS &
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Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range
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1. The Studio Grey Collection 

1.
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THE 
CONSCIOUS 
CHOICE
FOR YOUR HOME FOR
OVER 200 YEARS
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1. The Imperial Blue Collection 

1.

With sustainability and mindful living rising to the 

top of the interiors agenda, our durable, stylish 

and versatile collections remain the choice of the 

conscious shopper.

Still on the same site where the pottery was 

founded in 1809 (nestled next door to the seam 

of clay in Derbyshire which our founder 

discovered), our ethos for sustainable and 

responsible production has been 

at the heart of the business for over 

200 years.

1.
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Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

1. Natural Canvas Large Rectangular Platter 

1.

VERSATILE
Our ranges are super versatile and 
multi-functional so a smaller number 
of pieces are needed.

One set can be everyday and special 
occasions, every piece can be 
used in the oven, freezer, microwave 
and dishwasher (so you can cook, 
serve and store in it) and mugs 
double as plant pots, bowls as 
candle or trinket holders and jugs 
as vases.

#CONSCIOUSCHOICE 



DURABLE
Denby’s durability is legendary, 
an attribute which becomes increasingly 
important as we look to reduce our 
disposable purchases.

Our stoneware ranges come with a 10 year 
guarantee, are hand-crafted in Derbyshire 
using local clay and many, well-preserved 
traditional pottery techniques; as our 
stoneware is super-strong you can use it 
confidently or for occasions when you 
might otherwise use a disposable plate 
or cup.

BEAUTIFUL
And none of this comes at the expense 
of being beautiful! The stunning 
glazes and shapes make it a lovely thing 
to have in your home, share when 
you’re entertaining and also to buy as 
a thoughtful and sustainable gift. 

The conscious choice never looked 
so good.

0 9

2. Studio Grey Medium Ridged Bowl / 3. Natural Canvas Handleless Mug 

4. Natural Canvas Deep Noodle Bowl 

2.

3.
4.

#CONSCIOUSCHOICE 



OUR 
CONSCIOUS 
CREDENTIALS

1 0

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

1. Natural Canvas Small Jug / 2. Halo Oil Bottle 

3. Halo Ramen/Large Noodle Bowl / 4. Halo Ramekin 

1.

2.

3.
4.

“Denby has long taken responsibility for the need 
to minimise its environmental footprint. 
I ’m really pleased to say that we are one of the few 
potteries to be ISO 14001 accredited in the UK. 
We are always looking for ways to improve 
and I ’m very proud of our sustainable journey.”
Daniel Bound  
Environmental Officer, Denby



ZERO TO L AN DF ILL
We have Zero to Landfill on our process 
waste and as an entire organisation 
have less than 1% on all other waste.

MIN IMAL 
TR ANSPORTATION
We use clay from the doorstep 
enabling minimal transportation of our 
main raw material.

E N ERGY CONSU MP TION
Our energy consumption is 
industry-leading and consistently at least 
10% lower than industry targets set.

E N ERGY SAVING
We are continually installing energy 
saving lighting systems and optimising the 
gas usage in our kilns.

REC YCLE D GL A ZE
Every year we recycle over 100,000 
litres of glaze during the glazing 
process to efficiently re-use our 
resources.

20 MILL ION L ITRE 
WATER C YCLE
Denby has its own water treatment 
plant and each year we purify and 
return to the water cycle 20 million litres 
of process water.

FOOD REC YCLING
We recycle all of our food waste 
produced in our restaurants and the staff 
canteen to be turned into energy.

REC YCL AB LE PACK AGING
Most Denby is sold without packaging, 
but where it is requested by customers 
is it recyclable. Any incoming packaging 
is recycled. We now use shredded 
waste from our recycled cardboard to 
create box-fill packing instead of 
plastic air-fill.

REC YCLE D CL AY
The areas of land from where our clay is 
extracted are returned to pasture and 
landscaped. Because our quality standards 
are so high, any clay with faults is recycled 
into new stoneware which equates to 
55 tonnes of raw clay a year.
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6.

5.

5. Recycled clay / 6. Clay ribbons for recycling 

 



To share ways in which we can all 

live a more conscious and sustainable life, 

we have partnered with Tara Button,  

the entrepreneur behind BuyMeOnce and 

the author of A Life Less Throwaway.

Tara has shared lots of tips on 

how to live a more considered 

lifestyle, especially when it 

comes to buying for the home 

and gift giving.
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1.

2.

1. Studio Grey Ridged Mug / 2. Studio Grey Medium Coupe Plate 



GIVE 

MOMENTS
Be mindful of choices when giving gifts. 

Gifts that will last could be anything from a 

plant in a durable pot or mug, to a collection 

of soothing bathtime goodies placed in a 

ceramic bowl which can be used time and 

time again. Always give a meaningful, lifelong 

item that can be treasured.

See more of Tara’s Tips by going to 

www.denbypottery.com/conscious-choice 

or listening to our podcast ‘Denby Stories’. 

A WAY 

OF L IFE
It doesn’t always need to be 

about big changes; by introducing 

small changes into our everyday 

lives we can make a huge 

difference. Such changes can 

often lead to a calmer and more 

uncluttered life too.

BEING 

MINDFUL
The trend for buying throwaway products is 

over, whilst the popularity and interest in 

investing in beautiful, durable and reliable 

items is growing. Being mindful about 

the items that you introduce into your home 

can enable you to avoid throwing away 

pieces that will ultimately end up in landfill.

1 3

3.

4.

5.

3. Studio Grey Collection / 4. Halo Collection 

5. Studio Blue Flint Medium Ridged Bowl 

A P P L E 
P O D C A S T S

G O O G L E 
P O D C A S T S S P O T I F Y S T I TC H E R
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BEHIND THE SCENES

MAKING
STONEWARE IN
DERBYSHIRE
SINCE THE INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION
Still on the same site where the Pottery 

was founded, Denby’s rich heritage 

can be seen in the fabric of the building 

and the beguiling knowledge that 

generations of craftspeople have been 

making pottery here since 1809. 

QUALIT Y AND 
CRAF TSMANSHIP 
IN EVERY P IECE
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20 PAIRS
OF HANDS
ON EVERY P IECE
It takes a wide team of extraordinary 
craftspeople and area specialists 
to create our wares and bring them 
to market.
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ST YLED 
BY 
L IFE
We always start by carefully observing 

needs and real lives, and designing 

our products with a purpose – mugs that 

fit under coffee machines, oven dishes 

the exact width of a lasagne sheet, 

bowls for all occasions and every item 

dishwasher, oven, microwave and freezer 

safe. And because Denby has beauty 

as well as function, our ranges work for 

Tuesday tea to weekend dinner parties.

VERSATILE, 
B EAUTIF U L AN D 
DUR AB LE CER AMICS 
AN D HOMEWARE 
WHICH ARE TRU LY 
S T YLE D BY L IF E .

1 8

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

1.
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1. Studio Blue Pebble Cereal Bowl / 2. Studio Blue Cobalt Ridged Mug 

3. Studio Blue Chalk Medium Coupe Plate

2.

3.
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WHY 
CHOOSE 
DENBY
There are lots of producers of 

ceramics and homeware to choose 

from but not many can offer 

a trinity of versatility, beauty AND 

durability. At Denby we ensure 

everything we design and craft has 

these three things, so our users 

know they are getting great value 

for money in pieces that can 

be used and enjoyed every day, 

have true purpose and soul, and will 

look lovely for years to come.

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

ST YLISH P IECES 
WHICH CAN BE USED 

AROUND THE 
HOME

TOUGH ENOUGH FOR 

EVERYDAY 
STUNNING ENOUGH 

FOR BEST

VERSATILE 
—

WIDE RANGE OF BOWLS 

FOR MODERN, 
GLOBAL & CASUAL 

D IN ING

MULTI-FUNC TIONAL
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BEAUTIFUL 
—

DURABLE 
—

ACCESSORIES

B EAUTIFUL 
 FOOD 

PRESENTATION

MODERN 

DES IGNS

UNIQUE 
GL AZES

GIFT 

PACK AGED

THE CONSCIOUS 
CHOICE 

IN CERAMICS AND 
HOMEWARE

HARDY, 
IRON-RICH 

DERBYSHIRE 
CL AY

PRESERVING 
TIME-HONOURED SKILLS

200 YEARS 
OF HAND-CRAFTING 

SKILLS

10 YEAR 

GUARANTEE 
ON STONEWARE R ANGES

DENBY REWARDS 
YOUR EXCLUSIVE INVITATION TO A R ANGE 

OF REWARDS TAILORED TO YOU

1. Imperial Blue & Natural Canvas Nesting Bowls 

1.
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Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

BU ILD 
A UNIQUE

& 
PERSONAL HOMEWARE 

COLLEC TION

1. Studio Craft and Natural Canvas Collections

1.
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Building a collection 
of ceramics 
Experimenting with homewares to express 

personal style and creating spaces which 

bring us joy has become one of the nation’s 

favourite pastimes and there’s no shortage 

of inspiration to be found around us, 

particularly online.

We all have even greater confidence 

nowadays in using social media and 

interiors content to help us style 

our homes and in building and curating 

collections of lovely things which 

express our own personality, and 

ceramics can play a key role in this.

Whilst a full set purchase is great when 

you fancy something completely new 

or are doing a kitchen renovation for 

example, smaller capsule sets such as 

our ‘Brew’ range and single ceramic 

pieces such as Halo serving items work 

well mixed in with existing collections. 

Try blending complementary tones 

in different ranges, clashing items to 

create an eclectic look or using 

statement serving pieces or mugs 

to add interest to a more neutral 

set of plates and bowls. 

2. Studio Blue, Imperial Blue and Hand Decorated Mugs 

3. Halo and Natural Canvas Brew Collections 

2.

3.
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MUGS & BOWLS

Our wide selection of colours, 
shapes and styles means you’ll always 
find some Denby to help create 
the stories you want your home 
to tell. If you’re not sure what theme 
you’d like, start with bowls and 
mugs and go from there.
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1. Studio Blue Flint Ridged Mug / 2. Blue Stripe Painted Large Mug 

3. Natural Canvas Textured Large Mug / 4. Blue Haze Large Mug 

3.

1.

2.

4.



BATHROOM
Use Denby pots and bowls for holding 
toothbrushes, make-up brushes, plants, 
trinkets, candles and soaps. Our range 
of stunning glazes will add function 
and beauty to bathroom and cloakroom 
spaces as well as in the bedroom.

AROUND 
THE 
HOME

Versatility is at the heart 
of our collections so use Denby 
ceramics beyond the kitchen 
and all year round. And the 
fact that Denby is durable and 
beautiful too means it 
can be used with confidence 
in any room.

HOME DECOR
Place beautiful and functional 
ceramic pieces around your 
home – use jugs as vases, mugs 
as plant pots, bowls as pots, 
oil pourers as reed diffusers 
and have impactful, yet useful 
pieces on display around 
the home.

2 6

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

1. Studio Grey Handleless Mug / 2. Natural Canvas Textured Medium Jug 

1.

2.



OFF ICE
Use mugs and pots to hold pens, 
crayons, paintbrushes, plants 
and stationery to create a serene 
study space.

FOR ANY 
MEAL 
OCCAS ION
Elevate every meal by using 
versatile Denby pieces – 
our pieces can be used from 
breakfast to supper and 
everything in between. 
Tough enough for everyday 
and stunning enough 
for best.
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3. Studio Blue Collection / 4. Vertical Wax Large Mugs and Studio Grey 

3.

4.



AN ICON 
RE IMAGINED
Since it was first launched, 
Imperial Blue has been 
a conscious design that 
can be used every day 
as well as for special 
occasions and 
gifting.

1.

2 8

1. Imperial Blue and Blue Haze Collection 

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

1.



2.

As drinking and interiors trends 

continue to evolve, Imperial 

Blue remains as relevant today 

as when it was first launched.

From the original coffee pot 

design in the 1980s to the 

Craftsman’s mug in the 90s and 

more recently the introduction 

of coupe plates, Imperial Blue 

is an evolving ceramic range 

from Denby that continues to 

grow in popularity.

Proudly celebrating its 30th 

anniversary this year, 

Imperial Blue is a beautiful, 

versatile and durable collection 

that has always been designed 

with purpose and soul.

With its iconic statement cobalt blue 

glaze combined with a contrasting white 

finish, it has an elegant and timeless feel. 

Easily mixed and matched with other 

ranges, Imperial Blue is a classic design, 

hand-crafted from locally sourced 

clay from Denby’s Derbyshire, England  

factory.

2. Imperial Blue Collection 

2 9

2.

CL ASSIC 
BLUE

Pantone colour of 
the Year 2020



DENBY FOR 
GIFTING

WHETHER YOU’RE CELEBRATING A 
WEDDING OR A B IG CHAPTER IN L IFE, 
OR S IMPLY WANT TO BUY SOMEONE 

SOMETHING TRULY THOUGHTFUL 
AND CONSIDERED, OUR RANGES MAKE 

THE PERFEC T GIF T. 
H A N D - CR A F T E D A N D B E AU T I F U L TA B L E WARE 

D E S IGN E D TO L AS T A L I F E T I M E.

3 0

www.denbypottery.com/ 
gifting

1. Studio Grey Large Ridged Bowl

1.



THE 

PERFEC T 
CHOICE
Choose from our stoneware, porcelain 

or bone china ceramic collections, 

our Monsoon by Denby ranges in fine 

china or an extensive range of 

capsule pieces and homeware accessories 

to add to your wish lists. 

Denby is available on a wide number of 

retailer Gift List Services as well 

as through the network of Denby 

Stores nationwide.

THE 

CONSIDERED GIFT
Consciously made, beautiful and functional, 

Denby is a joy to give and to receive. Make a gift 

truly personal by gathering additional items around 

a piece of long-lasting Denby. Try...

Artisan foods and a Denby Serving Bowl for foodies.

Soaps, a flannel and a candle in a glazed Bowl 

for the gift of some time out.

Local cheese, chutneys and biscuits with a Cheese 

Platter and Ramekin for cheese fans.

Fairtrade coffee, biscotti, Mugs and a Cafetiere 

for coffee lovers.

3 1

2. Studio Blue Large Ridged Mugs / 3. Studio Grey Large Ridged Bowl 

4. Monsoon Lucille Gold and Filigree Silver 

2.

4.

2.

3.
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Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

BEYOND 
STONEWARE

1.

2.

1. Halo Cast Iron 30cm Shallow Casserole / 2. Studio Grey Small Ridged Bowl 
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We are famous for our Made in England 

stoneware but some consumers prefer 

porcelain or china, or like to have glassware, 

accessories and cast iron to go with their 

tableware. In these specialist areas Denby 

works with rigorously selected overseas 

and UK craftsmen and women who share 

our values for quality and durability.

Every Denby item is designed by the same 

team in Derbyshire and these items are then 

carefully sourced from a selection of 

specialist suppliers.

CAST IRON 
       GLASSWARE 
   ACCESSORIES 
          BAKEWARE 
BONE/FINE CHINA 
       PORCEL AIN

BEYOND 
STONEWARE

3.

4.

5.

6.

3. White by Denby Collection / 4. Monsoon Mandala Collection 

5. Monsoon Cosmic Accessories / 6. China by Denby Collection



BRINGING 
IDEAS 
TO L IFE
It takes a wide team of talented people 

to develop and craft our products. 

The combination of extraordinary designers 

and craftspeople, along with over 200 

years of experience in making ceramics in 

our Derbyshire pottery, creates the magic 

happening in our kilns each day.

By observing real life and interiors trends, 

ideas for shape, colour and glaze are 

developed and handed over to our factory 

craftspeople to bring to life. Each piece 

of Denby passes through at least 20 pairs 

of hands before getting the Denby 

quality stamp, with many traditional 

hand-crafting techniques still used and 

preserved. Pieces made with purpose and 

love to be used and enjoyed every day.

3 4

Glaze Library with over 5000 recipes 
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Glaze Library with over 5000 recipes 
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Using a mix of traditional techniques – 

hand-throwing, line drawing, mood 

boards and experimenting with glazes – 

alongside new technology such as 

Computer Aided Design, the Design 

Team’s ideas come to life.

THE 
STUDIO
Carefully observing real lives to 
design products which are VERSATILE, 
BEAUTIFUL and DURABLE.

1. Multi Spot Painted Mugs and Dark Grey Vertical Wax Large Mug 

1.
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“ Inspiration comes from lots 
of places - food and interiors 
trends, consumer research, 
design shows, restaurant 
dining and our rich archive 
of iconic patterns.”

 Denby’s unique glazes are a mix 

of method, experience and 

experimentation. Stunning reactions 

which happen between the 

ingredients of the glaze recipe and 

the heat of the kiln when applied 

to Denby’s special iron-rich clay.

“We want to produce objects 
with purpose, which people 
want to bring into their homes.”

7. Oval Platter / 8. Small & Large Nesting Bowls / 9. Teapot 

10. Dinner Plate / 11. Large Mugs



DES IGN 
INSPIRATION 
FOR YOUR 
HOME
Our wide selection of colours, shapes 

and styles means you’ll always find 

some Denby to help create the stories 

you want your home to tell.

To help you browse our portfolio and 

be inspired, we’ve created some 

interior styling themes to think about 

and the following pages highlight 

Denby ranges and pieces which are 

perfect for these themes.

For more inspiration visit our website. 

3 8

Go to denbypottery.com for more 
inspiration and useful styling & buying tips

1.
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MODERN DECO

PAUSE

MA XIMALISM
GENUINE

1. Impression Coaster Pink / 2. Studio Blue Cobalt Large Ridged Mug

2.



TREND №1:

MA XIMALISM

4 0

1. Halo Medium Oval Tray / 2. Monsoon Chrysanthemum Teapot 

3. Monsoon Cosmic Medium Plate 

2.

3.

1.



A riot of pattern and colour 

give this trend the wow factor. 

Deliciously daring, it creates a 

scheme full of visual intrigue and 

a sense of fun. Embrace mix 

and match, bringing together 

favourite ranges with a few 

unexpected twists.

TREND №1:

MA XIMALISM

     DARING 
ECLEC TIC 
    DRAMATIC 
EXPRESS IVE 
   PL AYFUL

4 1

4. Monsoon Fleur Medium Plate / 5. Greenwich Rice Bowl 

6. Imperial Blue Coupe Tea Plate 

2.

MONSOON 
COSMIC
Medium plate

IMPERIAL 
BLUE
Coupe medium 

plate

4.

5.

6.



TREND №2:

MODERN 
DECO

4 2

The glamour of the twenties, 

reimagined over a century later. 

A trend that layers plush velvets 

with iridescent metallics and 

the softest of curves. A chic 

cocktail of aqua and mint, blush 

pink and gold.

1. Elements Sorbet Pink Shallow Bowls / 2. Azure Haze Small Coupe Plate 

3. Monsoon Filigree Silver Ceramic Platter / 4. Monsoon Lucille Gold Dinner Plate 

MONSOON 
MANDALA
Coaster

AZURE 
HAZE
Large mug

1.

2.

3.

4.



     GL AM 
SUMPTUOUS 
     SOFT 
  GEOMETRIC 
          GL ITZY

4 3

5. Impression Small Plate Pink and Blue/ 6. Monsoon Filigree Silver Serving Bowl 

7. Azure Haze Coupe Dinner Plate / 8. Impression Mug Pink

7.

8.

5.

6.



Beautifully considered, this trend 

celebrates the stories behind 

the products. The provenance and 

authenticity of materials, together 

with the craft that makes them 

unique. Warm and tactile, the artisan 

beauty of stoneware is naturally 

at home.

     ETHICAL 
SUSTAINABLE 
   CRAFTED 
CONSIDERED 
          HONEST

4 4

STUDIO 
BLUE
Rice bowls

HALO 
BREW
Cafetiere

1. Studio Blue Rice Bowls / 2. Studio Blue Flint Large Ridged Bowl 

 

1.

2.

3.



TREND №3:

GENUINE

4 5

3. Studio Blue Cobalt Large Jug / 4. Studio Craft Cereal Bowls 

5. Halo Brew Collection

3.

4.

5.



     SUBTLE 
CALM 
       STILL 
SERENE 
     MINDFUL

4 6

A trend that gives us space 

to breathe, Pause nurtures mind 

and body with its uncluttered, 

serene palette. Calming hues and 

tactile touches, enhanced with 

simple muted colours and the 

quietest of decoration.

1. Studio Blue Chalk Medium Ridged Bowl / 2. Studio Grey Nesting Bowl 

3. Modus Ombre Large Platter / 4. Grey Speckled Large Mug 

1.

2.

3.

4.



     SUBTLE 
CALM 
       STILL 
SERENE 
     MINDFUL

4 7

5. Studio Grey Large Jug / 6. Modus Ombre Large Vase 

STUDIO BLUE 
CHALK
Medium ridged bowl

MODUS
Ombre large vase

5.

6.

TREND №4:

PAUSE



NEW DES IGNS 
AND BEST 
SELLERS
New ranges and items are launched into 

the Denby collection every season to 

sit alongside our best sellers. As well as 

full ranges for when you’re having a 

complete redesign or starting out, we also 

have lovely short ‘capsule’ collections 

and one-off pieces and sets to refresh and 

add interest to your existing tableware. 

Look out for statement pieces to have out 

on show or to gift, and get creative by 

using Denby as stunning ceramic home 

décor items beyond the kitchen.

For help with selecting and tips on 

styling go to the handy Buying Guide on 

our website: www.denbypottery.com/ 

tableware

4 8

www.denbypottery.com/ 
tableware

1.The Impression Collection 
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1.The Impression Collection 

1.



MODUS
Uniquely Denby ceramic 
techniques in layers 
of warm neutrals for 
a striking effect.

5 0

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

NEW
FOR 2020

1. Modus Collection 

1.



Inspired by the ‘Minimalist Luxe’ 

trend, which takes minimalist 

style and adds a sleek, functional 

edge, Denby Modus combines 

layers of pattern and texture 

on simple contemporary forms 

which are designed to make a 

big impact.

Textural glazes, tonal colours and 

rich highlights all blend together 

to give depth and warmth in this 

stunning collection that oozes 

a touch of decadence and true 

design details.
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2. Ombre Rice Bowl / 3. Ombre Dinner Plate 

4. Ombre Medium Mug / 5. Walnut & Speckle Rice Bowls

2.

3.

4.

5.

5.

EX TRA SMALL 
D ISHES

ST YLED
BY L IF E

Four glazing techniques; 

Ombre, marble, speckle 

and walnut blend 

cleverly together for a 

stunning effect.  



IMPRESS ION
A contemporary 
collection of multi-tonal, 
tactile neutrals.

5 2

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

1. Impression Collection 

1.

NEW
FOR 2020



Denby Impression is inspired by 

the trend for simplicity and serenity 

in interiors and features tactile, 

satin ceramics in soft multi-tonal 

shades that are truly versatile 

and made to last.

Designed with purpose and style 

on simple shapes in gentle muted 

colours that mix and match 

effortlessly.

This truly unique collection allows 

you to create your own personalised 

edit and showcases your individual 

style by layering together a modern 

neutral colour palette, texture and 

geometric pattern.

5 3

2. Impression Large Mugs / 3. Impression Straight Bowls, Pasta Bowls and Plate 

2.

3.

THE 
ACCE NT 
PL ATE

ST YLED
BY L IF E

A unique transfer method of 

ceramic decoration using real 

glazes to create a textured 

‘reaction’ in the kiln.



STUDIO 
GREY
A cool mix of greys 
and whites with 
an artisan twist for 
the contemporary 
home.

5 4

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

1. Granite Cereal Bowl & Plates / 2. Granite Large Jug & Rice Bowl 

1.

2.



Combine artisan with

urban in a collection 

of bowls, plates and 

platters using a palette 

of contemporary 

greys for casual dining 

and new-fashioned 

entertaining.

THE 
MUG

ST YLED
BY L IF E

The handleless mug is ideal 

for herbal tea, a smoothie 

and as a pen or toothbrush 

holder. This new shape is 

developed in line with the 

trend for multi-functional 

pieces in the home as well 

as Asian-inspired dining.

5 5

3. Rice Bowls / 4. Granite Pasta Bowls / 5. Charcoal Tile 

6. Medium Nesting Bowl / 7. Granite Coupe Plate

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.



STUDIO 
BLUE
Soothing shades of 
chalk, pebble, flint 
and cobalt.

5 6

www.denbypottery.com/ 
a-mindful-kitchen

For more tips and mini films on creating 
a mindful space in your home go to:

1. Chalk & Flint Rice Bowls / 2. Cobalt Large Mug 

3. Chalk Extra Large Nesting Bowl

1.

2.

3.



THE 
R IDGED 
BOWL

An ideal collection for those 

looking to create serene 

and relaxed spaces at home. 

The speckled glazes and 

calming colour palette 

are designed to work well as 

individual pieces or a 

stylish tonal combination of 

blues when stacked.

ST YLED
BY L IF E

The tactile ridged bowl is ideal 

for serving shared food during 

laid-back entertaining. Drawing 

inspiration from the trend for 

authentic and artisan pieces 

and honest materials found in 

homeware and interiors. 
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4. Chalk Oil Bottle / 5. Chalk Ramen / Large Noodle Bowl 

6. Flint Cheese Platter / 7. Rice Bowls & Medium Coupe Plates

4.

5.

6.

7.



THE O IL 
BOTTLE

ST YLED
BY L IF E

A great piece for storing and 

serving olive oil, balsamic vinegar 

and other condiments or use 

without the stopper as a cream, 

milk or sauce pourer or even 

as a reed diffuser bottle.

5 8

The epitome of our artisan, 

hand-crafting skills and stunning 

textural glazes perfected over 

200 years, Studio Craft combines 

four tonal glazes in rich, 

wood-inspired hues on earthy, 

informal shapes to create 

a natural look, which works 

brilliantly with global foods, 

for midweek dining and relaxed 

entertaining with friends.

1. Nesting Bowls / 2. Elm Rice Bowl / 3. Coupe Dinner Plates 

1.

2.

3.



STUDIO 
CRAFT
Modern rustic tonal 
shades of birch, 
elm, chestnut and 
walnut.

5 9

4. Rice Bowls & Medium Coupe Plates / 5. Ridged Mugs 

5.

4.



BLUE HAZE
A striking glaze 
effect in rich blues 
and white.

6 0

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

1. Coupe Small Plate / 2. Coupe Dinner Plate 

1.

2.



A hand-crafted collection of rich, 

royal blue tableware featuring a 

striking glaze effect created using 

our Derbyshire Pottery’s unique 

skills, perfected over 200 years.

Available as a standalone 

collection, individual statement 

pieces or as a modern update 

to Denby’s popular classic range 

Imperial Blue.

CELEBRATING 

30 
YEARS

Blue Haze has been 

developed as a sister range 

to Imperial Blue 

launched in 1989 and still 

one of Denby’s 

most loved collections.

6 1

3. Imperial Blue Craftsman Mug / 4. Teapot, Small Jug & Mug 

5. Imperial Blue Nesting Bowls

3.

4.

5.

CL ASSIC 
BLUE

Pantone colour of 
the Year 2020



HALO
Captivating glaze 
reactions creating 
a stand-out 
ceramic range..

6 2

1. Coupe Dinner Plate / 2. Small Coupe Plate / 3. Mug / 4. Large Nesting Bowl 

5. Rice Bowl / 6. Pasta Bowl

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



The unique Halo effect is a 

work of art that reflects our 

time-honoured know-how 

and makes Halo our most 

Instagrammed range. 

The magic happens in the 

kiln where two tones 

of glaze are expertly fused 

together to create a truly 

captivating effect. 

THE 
PASTA 
BOWL

ST YLED
BY L IF E

The most versatile 

shape in our collection 

for breakfast, salads, 

pasta, serving, cooking, 

nibbles, keys, trinkets, 

candles. When glazed 

striking Halo is a true 

statement piece of 

ceramic to be used 

and loved.

7. Oval Platter / 8. Small & Large Nesting Bowls / 9. Teapot 

10. Dinner Plate / 11. Large Mugs

6 3

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.



BREW
A range of tea and coffee 
making, serving and 
drinking essentials 
to elevate your 
brews beyond 
the ordinary. 

6 4

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

1. Studio Grey Brew Collection 

1.



A collection designed with purpose: 

the mugs and cups will all fit under your 

coffee machine at home, the coffee 

dripper gives a clean and repeatable result 

without the mess of loose coffee grounds, 

the cafetiere and teapots are great for a 

sharing occasions and double up as vases 

and plant pots and the collection is 

great for gifting.

All items can be safely used in the 

dishwasher, microwave, oven and freezer, 

so not only are they beautiful, they are 

versatile and durable too and all items 

are covered by the Denby 10 Year 

Guarantee.

Cleverly designed pieces 

in striking glazes to 

work as a standalone capsule 

collection to complement 

your existing pieces or 

as matching pieces to our 

best selling ranges.

6 5

2. Halo Heritage Mug / 3. Studio Blue Brew Collection 

4.Natural Canvas Brew Collection

2.

3.

4.



ELEMENTS
Simple yet striking tableware 
for any occasion.

The Denby approach is simple; 

beautiful and practical tableware 

designed for modern life. 

And when modern life requires 

a no-fuss range of hard-wearing 

yet still beautiful items, enter 

Denby Elements. Available in 

9 contemporary colours to work 

as standalone collections or 

to mix and match.

6 6

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

THE 

COLOURS

Light Grey

Dark Blue

Shell Peach

Blue

Fern Green

Alpine Violet

Black

Fossil Grey

Sorbet Pink

1. Elements Light Grey, Blue and Sorbet Pink Collections 

1.



6 7

2. Blue Collection / 3. Fern Green, Fossil Grey and Shell Peach Collections / 4. Fossil Grey Collection 

5. Dark Blue Cereal Bowls / 6. Alpine Violet and Sorbet Pink Collections

4.

3.

2.

5.

6.



STATEMENT 
COLLEC TIONS 
OF COLOUR, 
PAT TERN AND 
ST YLE
Combining feminine and elegant designs 

with Denby’s ceramics expertise, 

the Monsoon Home Collection showcases 

a stunning range of statement tableware.

Each range features distinctive, decorative 

patterns inspired by the Monsoon fashion 

textiles archive, reinterpreted to create a 

stylish and contemporary feel.

The fine china and porcelain ceramics 

are lighter in feel than Denby stoneware 

but still robust and versatile.

Choose vibrant or calm or mix your styles 

for a table with impact. Add Monsoon 

by Denby matching glassware, placemats, 

coasters and accessories to complete the 

look or create a thoughtful gift.

6 8

The Monsoon Mandala Collection 



6 9

The Monsoon Mandala Collection 



CALM 
COLLEC TIONS

7 0

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

1. Lucille Gold Plates 

1.



LUCILLE 
GOLD
A 1950s lace-inspired 

delicate gold pattern for 

an elegant look.

FILIGREE SILVER
Shimmering silver on soft 

cream fine china for a range 

with longevity and class.

   LUSH 
DECORATIVE 
    T IMELESS

7 1

2. Filigree Silver Collection / 3. Lucille Gold Collection  

4. Lucille Gold Collection

2.

4.

3.



MANDALA
A modern tableware collection inspired 

by Monsoon’s fashion archive and 

influenced by the intricate patterns of 

traditional wood block printing 

and global travel.

VIBRANT 
COLLEC TIONS

7 2

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

1. Mandala Collection 

NEW
1.



FLEUR
A modern take on a classic blue 

and white tableware story in 

contemporary cobalt blue and 

a soft silver decoration.

COSMIC
A modern revival of a 

classic paisley print 

from a hand-painted 

Monsoon silk blouse 

in teal, mauve, blue, 

lime and soft metallics.

CHRYSANTHEMUM
Influenced by a bold 19th century 

Japanese floral textile print in 

charcoal and gold.

   DRAMATIC 
INTENSE
     INSPIRED

7 3

2. Cosmic Dinner Plate, Medium Plate & Cereal Bowl / 3. Chrysanthemum Collection  

4. Fleur Collection

2.

3.

4.
7.



DENBY & 
JAMES MARTIN

CRE ATE A TO U CH O F RES TAUR A N T TH E ATRE 
I N YO UR H O M E U S I NG JAM ES’S PAS S I O N 

FOR GRE AT FOO D CO M B I N E D WITH D E N BY’S 
CER AM IC E XPERT I S E .

7 4

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range



SERVE
Multi-functional 

combinations of serving 

pieces for 

weekends, gatherings 

and parties.

EVERYDAY 
A foundation set of 

white porcelain items 

to cover all key meal 

occasions.
7 5

1. Serve 4 Piece Large Set / 2. Serve Raised Serving Board Set 

3. Everyday Soup/Cereal Bowl, Medium & Dinner Plate

1.

2.

3.



COOK WARE
Beautiful and practical cookware 
and bakeware designed for modern life.

Pieces designed to work from the 

oven straight to the table. Our versatile, 

strong and easy to use cast iron and 

stoneware pieces have performance 

as well as beauty.

Denby cast iron is enamelled inside and out, 

is energy efficient, simple to use and 

comes with a lifetime guarantee. Our five key 

pieces of stoneware oven to tableware 

are designed to cover all your key needs 

and look great too. Four key colour palettes to 

complement your tableware or work 

as standalone pieces.

7 6

THE 

COLOURS

Natural Canvas

Pomegranate

Pavilion

Halo

1. Natural Canvas and Studio Blue Collection 

1.



Cast iron is great for 

easy one-pot dishes, 

can move from hob 

to oven and keeps food 

hotter for longer.

All Denby stoneware has the same 

functionality so is safe to use in 

the oven, freezer, dishwasher and 

microwave - so you can confidently 

cook crumbles in pasta bowls or 

cakes in mugs for true versatility.

7 7

ST YLED
BY L IF E

Denby large rectangular 

oven dishes are designed 

to fit the exact width 

of a lasagne pasta sheet!

2. Natural Canvas Cast Iron Round Casserole / 3. Halo Large Rectangular Oven Dish 

4. Natural Canvas Pasta Bowl

2.

3.

4.



7 8

Go to denbypottery.com to explore 
the full Denby range

DENBY IS 
SOCIAL
Don’t just take our word for it, 

Denby is talked about often by many 

journalists, bloggers, trend-leaders 

and stylists across social media and 

beyond. Look out for our hashtags 

#denbypottery #denby #consciouschoice 

as well as our campaign and 

range content.

@bakesbymichelle

@blackvelvetstyling

@plantsbythere

@athome_withchlo

@madebymrmillas

@food_and_focus



7 9
@denbypottery

@rachel_at_number_four

@athome_withchlo

@madebymrmillas

@brickdustandglitter

@design_at_nineteen

@blackvelvetstyling

@melaniejadedesign

@life_at_number_63



Denby Rewards is our way 
of saying thank you for 
choosing Denby, by giving 
you something back.
Denby Rewards membership gives you 

home inspiration and styling tips, recipes and 

gift ideas, allows you to register for a 10 

year guarantee on your stoneware purchase, 

hear about new product launches and 

get information about your chosen ranges. 

You will also receive regular offers and 

sale previews.

It’s easy to join and start enjoying the benefits – 

simply go to www.denbypottery.com/rewards 

to create your Rewards account, tick what you 

want to hear about and we’ll be in touch.

B E N E F IT S I NCLU DE 
—

S T Y L I NG T I P S & H O M E 
I N S P IR AT I O N

GI F T I D E AS A N D RE C I P E S

N E W PRO D U C T L AU N C H 
PRE V I E WS

E XC LU S I V E O F F E RS A N D 
SA L E PRE V I E WS

PLUS

PRO D U C T T E S T I NG A N D 
RE V I E W O P P ORT U N I T I E S

PRO D U C T GUAR A N T E E 
S IGN U P

N E WS L E T T E R CO N T E N T

M O N T H LY PR I Z E 
DR AW

8 0

DENBY 
REWARDS
Your exclusive invitation 
to a range of REWARDS 
TAILORED TO YOU.

1. Studio Blue Collection 

1.

1.



DENBY 
SOCIAL
Discover more - enjoy more 
Denby stories, food ideas 
and interior inspiration 
at www.denbypottery.com

@denbypottery
2. Halo Rice Bowl / 3. Natural Canvas Small Bowl 

4. Studio Grey Extra Small Round Dish 

2.

3.

4.



The Denby Pottery Company Ltd 
Denby, Derbyshire 

DE5 8NX

www.denbypottery.com

Email: consumer.services@denbypottery.com

Telephone: +44 (0) 1773 740899
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Once read give to a friend or pop in your recycle bin.

We’re supporting responsible management of 

the world’s forests and being kinder to the planet 

by using FSC® certified paper.

The carbon emissions of this paper have also been

offset through the World Land Trust’s Carbon Balanced

programme, which protects tropical forests under

imminent threat of deforestation and degradation.

We printed this publication in the UK using

biodegradable vegetable inks.


